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When Flinty's mother Blossom returns after seven years from Toronto to Spring Valley, a rural Jamaican
village, she finds her teenage son facing the same dim future as the island, which is sizzling with the political
tensions of the 1970's, and idling out his life on a dangerous roller-coaster of misadventures.
Ta-ta, Grandma opens with Flinty, who lives with his grandfather Hutch and his sprightly grandmother
Catherine. He and his four, restless friends pull every trick to avoid school work. Flinty, whose passions are
cricket and reggae music, plans to leave for Canada, learn how to build earthquake-jolting music sound
systems and then return to put fear into God-fearing Christians, with thunderous, irreverent noise. Even after
a new, tough, male teacher challenges Flinty, nothing is preventing him and his trouble-prone friends from
tumbling from one mischief to the next--until tragedy strikes and forever changes their lives.
This fast paced, high tension story--woven through with traditional folk tales, juicy gossip, political tension,
and death-defying cricket matches-- is hilarious, mystical and insightful. Set in the picturesque, lush, rolling
hills of Jamaica's Cockpit-Country region, Ta-ta, Grandma is superb for adults, young and old, who want to
skip the familiar tourist destinations and trek deeply into the island's interior to experience its warmth and
caring culture.
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From reader reviews:

Dick McAlister:

Book is to be different for every single grade. Book for children till adult are different content. As we know
that book is very important for all of us. The book Ta-Ta Grandma was making you to know about other
expertise and of course you can take more information. It is very advantages for you. The e-book Ta-Ta
Grandma is not only giving you more new information but also to get your friend when you feel bored. You
can spend your own personal spend time to read your book. Try to make relationship while using book Ta-Ta
Grandma. You never sense lose out for everything should you read some books.

Christina Bain:

Now a day those who Living in the era just where everything reachable by interact with the internet and the
resources in it can be true or not need people to be aware of each details they get. How many people to be
smart in receiving any information nowadays? Of course the answer then is reading a book. Reading through
a book can help persons out of this uncertainty Information specially this Ta-Ta Grandma book because this
book offers you rich details and knowledge. Of course the info in this book hundred per cent guarantees there
is no doubt in it you may already know.

Steven Thomas:

This Ta-Ta Grandma usually are reliable for you who want to be considered a successful person, why. The
key reason why of this Ta-Ta Grandma can be on the list of great books you must have is definitely giving
you more than just simple examining food but feed a person with information that possibly will shock your
earlier knowledge. This book is handy, you can bring it everywhere you go and whenever your conditions
throughout the e-book and printed ones. Beside that this Ta-Ta Grandma forcing you to have an enormous of
experience including rich vocabulary, giving you trial of critical thinking that could it useful in your day
pastime. So , let's have it and luxuriate in reading.

Yvette Barstow:

What is your hobby? Have you heard that question when you got college students? We believe that that
question was given by teacher with their students. Many kinds of hobby, Everybody has different hobby.
And you know that little person like reading or as examining become their hobby. You must know that
reading is very important along with book as to be the point. Book is important thing to add you knowledge,
except your personal teacher or lecturer. You will find good news or update about something by book. Many
kinds of books that can you choose to adopt be your object. One of them are these claims Ta-Ta Grandma.
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